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ABSTRACT:

Rainfall prediction is important as heavy rainfall can lead to many disasters. The

prediction helps people to take preventive measures and moreover the prediction

should be accurate. There are two types of prediction short term rainfall prediction

and long term rainfall. Prediction mostly short term prediction can gives us the

accurate result. The main challenge is to build a model for long term rainfall

prediction. Heavy precipitation prediction could be a major drawback for earth

science department because it is closely associated with the economy and lifetime

of human. It’s a cause for natural disasters like flood and drought that square

measure encountered by individuals across the world each year. Accuracy of

rainfall statement has nice importance for countries like India whose economy is

basically dependent on agriculture. The dynamic nature of atmosphere, applied

mathematics techniques fail to provide sensible accuracy for precipitation

statement. The prediction of precipitation using machine learning techniques may

use regression. Intention of this project is to offer non-experts easy access to the

techniques, approaches utilized in the sector of precipitation prediction and provide

a comparative study among the various machine learning techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION:

In today’s situation, rainfall is

considered to be one of the sole

responsible factors for most of the

significant things across the world. In

India, agriculture is considered to be

one of the important factors for

deciding the economy of the country

and agriculture is solely dependent on

rainfall. Apart From that in the coastal

areas across the world, getting to

know the amount of rainfall is very

much necessary. In some of the areas

which have water scarcity, to establish

rain water harvester, prior prediction

of the rainfall should be done. This

project deals with the prediction of

rainfall using machine learning &

neural networks. The project performs

the comparative study of machine

learning approaches and neural

network approaches then accordingly

portrays the efficient approach for

rainfall prediction. First of all,

preprocess is performed. Preprocess is

the process of representing the dataset

in the form of several graphs such as

bar graph, histogram etc. When it

comes to machine learning, LASSO

regression is being used and for neural

network, ANN (Artificial neural

network) approach is being used.

After calculation, types of errors,

accuracy of both LASSO and ANN

has been compared and accordingly

conclusion has been made. To reduce

the systems complexity, the prediction

has been done with the approach that

has better accuracy. The prediction

has been done using the dataset which

contains rainfall data from year 1901

to 2015 for different regions across

the country. It contains month wise

data as well as annual rainfall data for

the same. Currently, rainfall

prediction has become one of the key

factors for most of the water

conservation systems in and across

country. One of the biggest challenges

is the complexity present in rainfall

data. Most of the rainfall prediction

system, nowadays are unable to find

the hidden layers or any non-linear
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patterns present in the system. This

project will assist to find all the

hidden layers as well as non-linear

patterns, which is useful for

performing the precise prediction of

rainfall [1]. Rainfall prediction is the

application to predict the rainfall in a

given region. It can be done in two

types. The first is to analyze the

physical law that affects rainfall and

the second one is to make a system

which will discover hidden patterns or

the features that affects the physical

factors and the process involved in

achieving it. The second one is better

because it doesn’t include any type of

mathematical calculations and can be

useful for complex and non-linear

data [2]. Due to presence of the

system which doesn’t find the hidden

layers and nonlinear patterns

accurately, the prediction results to be

wrong for most of the times and that

may lead to huge losses. So, the main

objective for this research work is to

find a system that can resolve both the

issues i.e. able to find complexity as

well as hidden layers present, which

will give proper and accurate

prediction thereby assisting the

country to develop when it comes to

agriculture and economy [3].

2 RELATED STUDY

Rainfall forecasting is very

important because heavy and irregular

rainfall can have many impacts like

destruction of crops and farms,

damage of property so a better

forecasting model is essential for an

early warning that can minimize risks

to life and property and also managing

the agricultural farms in better way.

This prediction mainly helps farmers

and also water resources can be

utilized efficiently. Rainfall prediction

is a challenging task and the results

should be accurate. There are many

hardware devices for predicting

rainfall by using the weather

conditions like temperature, humidity,

pressure. These traditional methods

cannot work in an efficient way so by

using machine learning techniques we
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can produce accurate results. We can

just do it by having the historical data

analysis of rainfall and can predict the

rainfall for future seasons. We can

apply many techniques like

classification, regression according to

the requirements and also we can

calculate the error between the actual

and prediction and also the accuracy.

Different techniques produce different

accuracies so it is important to choose

the right algorithm and model it

according to the requirements.

Regression analysis deals with the

dependence of one variable (called as

dependent variable) on one or more

other variables, (called as independent

variables) which are useful for

estimating and/ or predicting the mean

or average value of the former in

terms of known or fixed values of the

latter. For example, the salary of a

person is based on his/her experience

here; the experience attribute is

independent variable salary is

dependent variable. Simple linear

regression defines the relationship

between a single dependent variable

and a single independent variable. The

below equation is the general form of

regression.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM:

The proposed method is based on the

multiple linear regression. The data

for the prediction is collected from the

publically available sources and the

70 percentage of the data is for

training and the 30 percentage of the

data is for testing. Figure describes

the block diagram of the proposed

methodology. Multiple regressions is

used to predict the values with the

help of descriptive variables and is a

statistical method. It is having a linear

relationship between the descriptive

variable and the output values. The

following is the equation for multiple

linear regression:

Hyper plane- in SVM this is a

basically The Separation line between

the data classes also in SVR we are
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going to define it is as the line that

will that will help us to predict the

continuous value or target value.

Boundary line - the SVM plane which

creates imagine the support vector can

be on boundary lines or outside the

boundary line separates two classes in

the concept same. Vectors-these are

the data points which are closest to

the boundary the distance of the point

is minimum. SVR performs linear

regression in higher dimensional

space. We can think of SVR as if each

data point in the training represents its

own dimension. When we evaluate

kernel between a test point and a point

in the training set the resulting value

gives you the coordinate of your test

point in that dimension. The vector

we get when we evaluate the test

point for all points in the training set,

k is the representation of the test point

in the higher dimensional space. The

equation of the hyper plane is

wx+b=0 and the two equations of

boundary lines is Wx+b=+e, Wx+b=-

e Equation that satisfy our SVR is

e<=y-Wx-b<=+e SVR has a different

regression goal compared to linear

regression in linear regression, we are

trying to minimize the error between

the prediction and data whereas in

SVR a goal is to make sure that error

do not exceed the threshold.

RESULTS:

Bar graph is the plotting of data in the

form of bar. Mainly stacked bar graph

is used in this project. Histogram is

the representing of data with the help

of bars of different height. For both

LASSO and neural network, accuracy

is calculated after algorithm is being

trained. Both the algorithms are

trained and then the accuracy is

received for both. The accuracy is

being calculated after calculating
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errors. The errors calculated are MAE,

MSE, R-SQUARED and RMSE. To

reduce the complexity of the system,

prediction will only be done for the

most accurate algorithm because if

both the algorithms are giving

predicted value, then that can lead to

unnecessary usage of data and that

will increase the complexity of the

system and make it slow. The result

will be received in the form of graphs,

Metrics and excel sheet. The graphs

received are Correlation Metrics,

Scatter Metrics, Max value for month

by month, Subdivision mean value for

month by month, Sum of every

quarter of subdivision, Sum of every

quarterly, Sum of year by year and

Sum of month year by year. Along

with this two Metrics, which will be

show the accuracy of both the

algorithms will be received. Three

excel sheet will be received at the end

of all process. Two will have the

accuracy for both LASSO and neural

network in tabular form and one excel

sheet will have the predicted value

which will be received from the most

accurate algorithm.

4. CONCLUSION:

Rain fall prediction plays the major

role in agriculture production. The

growth of the agricultural products is

based on the rainfall amount. So it is

necessary to predict the rainfall of a

season to assist farmers in agriculture.

The proposed method predicts the

rainfall for the Indian dataset using

multiple linear regression and
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provides improved results in terms of

accuracy, MSE and correlation.
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